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A Madison Avenue sales  associate is  featured in Herms ' If the Tie Fits . Image credit: Herms

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

French lifestyle brand Herms is asserting itself as an authority on silk tie purchasing with a video series that offers
an interactive purchasing guide.

Gary Stross is the tie specialist at Herms' Madison Avenue store in New York and is also the face of the brand's
unique digital campaign that asks the question, "Why are you looking for a tie today?" A series of three videos will
give shoppers insight on what to buy, but while the campaign is informational, the brand leaves room for a little bit of
zaniness.

"Herms appears to have set up their mobile format to work well with byte sized ads for mobile and social," said
Marci Troutman, CEO of SiteMinis. "There is a share option on the main campaign page to share all videos with a
different video dependent on the choice made through the tie search.

"The importance of this campaign is to raise awareness through social media of the broad selection of ties and
scarves with direction on the way to choose the right tie for a certain type of need," she said. "This video shows the
helpfulness of Herms concierge service in hip pocket formats.

"One of the ways this campaign would have hit a home run would have been to add a very clear link to a purchase
option."

Digital associate
An email campaign is enticing subscribers to purchase new ties by bringing the store associate to a digital portal.

The campaign features a home page with three side images with a hand holding a different object in each frame
such as a box, brief case and flower bouquet. A larger image next to the thumbnails shows Mr. Stross standing in the
Herms store ready to greet you, mirroring the bricks-and-mortar experience.
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Mr. Stross stars in Herms video series

Mr. Stross' image asks the question, "Why are you looking for a tie today?" Users can select "For a Gift," "For a Daily
Use" and "For a Special Occasion" by click on the image of the box, briefcase or bouquet, respectively.

The videos begin with Mr. Ross greeting viewers from a balcony above introducing himself. As the camera pans
down he then appears on the ground floor.

An upbeat musical score plays throughout all videos, keeping it light and entertaining.

For the video discussing buying a tie for a gift, Mr. Stross explains that if shoppers do not know the recipient well it is
best to go with a classic silk twill tie that will go well with blue or white shirts and black or gray suits.

A variety of Herms ties are displayed through a close up of a man's suit, as tie designs instantly change.

Mr. Stross digs around in what seems to be a bottomless drawer for the video that touches on everyday ties. He grabs
ties from the drawer and his arm goes beyond what the depth of the drawer is, and some objects even jump out to
remind him.

For instance, a baseball jumps up, prompting a pun from Mr. Stross to introduce the next tie. He explains, "Those
among you playing in the major leagues of business may also enjoy our Home Run Model," which has very small
images of a baseball bat, a ball and a glove.

Herms shows off its  tie collections

The video showcasing ties for special occasions operates in a similar way as the previous films, with ties
automatically changes colors to showcase the line.

Herms marketing
Recently, Herms also put on a unique and contemporary spin for its fragrance offerings with the release of a
youthful scent.

The Twilly d'Herms fragrance was named for the narrow silk scarves of the same name. Herms' sought to create a
fragrance that speaks to millennials and was inspired by the creative ways young consumers style the colorful
Twilly scarves (see more).
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Herms also demonstrated how mismatched porcelain tableware can be chic and stylish.

As millennials move away from traditional tableware sets that tend to only be used for holidays, if at all, home
interior brands have had to be creative to interest the demographic. In a series of short videos, Herms looks to spur
interest in its T ie Set tableware line by presenting the collection as laidback and casual, unlike the usual association
with high-end china (see more).

"This campaign is unique in that Hermes is delivering helpful information instead of just a marketing brand video,
kind of a luxury "how to" if you will. It's  not about beautiful people, it's  about beautiful product," Ms. Troutman said.
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